Members Present: Aaron Terranova, Bruce Banks, Frances Bottenberg, Terry Brumfield, Chris Cassidy, Sarah Cervenak, Amy Harris Houk, Della Hawes (for Lisa Henline), Sara MacSween, Lisa O'Connor, Sebastian Pauli, Jodi Pettazzoni, Dana Saunders, Carmen Sotomayor, David Wharton, Jennifer Wilson

AGENDA ITEMS:

I. Approval of Minutes from September 25, 2020 and October 9, 2020 Meetings
   Motion to approve September 25, 2020 minutes (Harris Houk, Wharton); Approved
   Motion to approve October 9, 2020 minutes (MacSween, O'Connor); Approved

II. Appeals
   • GLT Appeal EP (second request) – Approved via virtual vote. Discussion concerning GN request. Motion to Approve GN (Sotomayor, Cassidy). Motion Approved
   • WI/SI Appeal JS - Request is WI/SI in the major, appears that this has been resolved.

III. New MAC Requests (New Course Proposals)
   • BLS 221 Know Slow - Countering the Culture of Speed
     Competency: Health & Wellness. (Cassidy, Sotomayor) Approved

   • DCE 102 Dance First-Year Foundations
     Competency: Foundations (Sotomayor, Cassidy) Approved, 2 opposed, 1 abstention
     Suggestion to add specificity to support of SLO 1, add Counseling Center, etc.

   • DCE 235 Yoga for Everybody
     Competency: Health & Wellness – Rollback, align SLO1 to a more appropriate assignment.

   • DCE 244 Pilates for a Healthy Body
     Competency: Health & Wellness – Rollback, align SLO1 to a more appropriate assignment
• PHI 136 Philosophy of Education
  Competency: Foundations – Table for formal definition/discussion of Foundational course

• PHI 137 Minds & Brains
  Competency: Foundations – Table for formal definition/discussion of Foundational course

• PHI 138 Good & Evil
  Competency: Foundations - Table for formal definition/discussion of Foundational course

• PHI 141 What Makes a Life Good?
  Competency: Health & Wellness – Rollback, link all MAC SLOs to mores specific activities/assignments, expand SLO support field

• PHI 225 Philosophy of Bodies
  Competency: Health & Wellness – Rollback, expand SLO Support fields

Discussion concerned regarding Registration Restrictions on Foundations courses.

IV. MAC Implementation
  • MAC 300-level exemptions
  • MAC courses with prerequisites
  • Enrollment cap on Written and Oral Communication courses
  • MAC registration restrictions

V. Assessment

VI. Issues to send to IC from GEC

Council will schedule an additional meeting for the semester and additional meetings for the spring semester.